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KAVANAUGH’S FBI INVESTIGATION
CARLY O’NEILL
Staff Writer
Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s
hearing on the Dr. Christine Blasey Ford sexual assault allegations took place
on Thursday, September 27.
During the hearing, he continued stonewalling questions that asked whether he
would endorse the reopening
of the FBI investigation into
his background. This investigation would help shed light
on recent sexual assault allegations previously made by
three women accusing Kavanaugh.
In order to conduct the
FBI investigation, President
Donald Trump, who has publicly endorsed Kavanaugh,
was required to request the
reopening of the investigation.
Judge Kavanaugh voiced
in his opening statement that
he was open to any investigation, and that he was fully
willing to cooperate. In contrast, he was asked multiple
times by several different
Democratic senators to ask
the president to conduct a
full FBI investigation to get
to the bottom of these accu-

sations; each time he could
not answer “yes” or “no,” but
rather that he was willing to
do whatever the committee
wished. He continuously stated, “you’re investigating me
now, ask me anything,” while
claiming that the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing is
just as equivalent as an FBI
investigation.
Kavanaugh took a very
aggressive tone with the
Democrats during his hearing, as he demonstrated in
his opening statement when
he pointed out that he has
consistently been referred to
as “evil” by the Democrats.
Republicans took their five
minute window as an opportunity to defend Kavanaugh,
while the Democrats used
their time to ask questions
and clarify topics brought up
in the testimony. Kavanaugh
can be seen getting increasingly agitated during some
of his responses, as well as
shouting over several Democratic senators before they
finished asking their questions.
Kavanaugh
repeatedly
mentioned during his hearing that this traumatic event
has ruined his good name,
and took a toll on his family
that it will follow him for the
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Brett Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate Judiciary
Committee on Thursday, Sept. 27.

TIMELINE
July 6: Christine Blasey Ford contacts her congresswoman regarding her concerns on Kavanaugh as a potential Supreme Court nominee.

July 9: Supreme Court Justice Anthony

Kennedy retires and President Trump announces
his nomination of Kavanaugh to replace him.

July 30: Ford claims that Kavanaugh physical-

ly and sexually assaulted her while in high school
in a letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein.

September 12: Feinstein sends Ford’s

letter to the FBI but a criminal investigation is
never launched due to the statute of limitations.
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Jess King comes
to campus
NICK HUGHES
Opinion Editor

September 16: Ford herself comes

forward to The Washington Post explaining the
details of her assault.

September 17-24: Kavanaugh’s

confirmation vote is put on hold. Trump
announces his support for Kavanaugh.

September 27: Kavanaugh and Ford

testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Ford is absolutely sure it was Kavanaugh, but he
denies all allegations.

JULIA WALTERS/SNAPPER

rest of his career.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley
disputed Democratic Senator
Dick Durbin’s suggestion to
Kavanaugh to suspend the
hearing and conduct a full
FBI investigation to get to the
bottom of these sexual assault
allegations. Brett Kavanaugh
responded “I will do whatever the committee wants
to do because I’m telling the
truth,” and once again stated
“I am innocent.” Grassley interrupted this questioning to
remind the committee that
this hearing should serve as
an adequate investigation in
lieu of an FBI investigation.
The Democrats brought
up Kavanaugh’s yearbook
on multiple accounts, which
describes him as a consistent
drinker. They asked him to
explain the phrase “Beach
Week Ralph Club” which he
explained since he is known
for his weak stomach, he had
thrown up several times from
beer consumption, thus the
“Ralph” term. The Supreme

Court nominee stated several
times “I like beer” making it
well known that he liked to
party with his friends while
drinking during his academic
career.
Kavanaugh’s
yearbook
in
addition
contradicted
his claim of being a virgin
throughout high school that
he had made earlier in the
hearing. The book insinuated
that he had hooked up with
an Anne Daughtery, as it goes
on to state “Anne Daughtery’sI survived the FFFFFFourther
of July.” Judge Kavanaugh
further explained this phrase
“FFFFF,” referring to how
his friend would frequently build up to this particular
curse word, becoming an inside joke between the two.
The Former White House
Staff Secretary presented the
court with his documented
calendar he had started in his
freshman year of high school,
taking after his father.
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Jess King held a rally at
Millersville University on
Sept. 26 last week. At the rally she touched on subjects of
interest for college students.
Caleb Nauman, a Millersville
student, described the rally
as, “A calm and get the answer type of rally.” Nauman
is the President of the College
Democrats of Millersville
University and was able to
introduce King to the crowd
at the Student Memorial Center multi-purpose room.
Topics that King touched
on include solving the college debt issue, Medicare for
all, term limits for senators
and representatives, and
wanting to fix a broken government. King, along with
other some other democratic
candidates has made a name
for herself by not taking PAC
donations.
King talked about the
college debt issues that the
country as whole has been
facing and proposed various
solutions on how to fix the
issue from all the way up to
the federal level down to the
individual person.
She stated that states
should put more money into
education and that the federal government can make
the debt issues easier for
students. They could do this
taxing Wall street purchases
that are made automatically.
These purchases take little to
no effort and is essentially

making money off making
money.
Looking at Medicare,
King said that it should be a
human right.
Using
the
Mercatus
study as proof she continued
by saying that the country
would save money instead of
losing money if the country
went Medicare for all.
The
Mercatus
study
called: The Costs of a National Single-Payer Healthcare
System states that in a longterm enactment of Medicare
for All; prices for individual
care would be less for the
American people.
When asked questions
about various topics, both
easy and hard to talk about
topics, King maintained her
composure and answered
honestly and candidly.
She showed respect to
those who asked her questions and displayed maturity
during the rally.
King also stated that she
is for term limits for Representatives and Senators.
Limiting the amount of time
that a congress member has
will enable them to make
change while they are there,
but not allowing their ideas
to become stagnant and outdated. Jess King feels that
the American government
is broken in its current state
and she wants to fix that disrepair that the government
has.

FREE MONEY
Student research funds remain unused
JULIA WALTERS
Associate News Editor
Millersville is a great university for a
number of reasons, one of them being the
immense opportunities available for students to complete undergraduate research.
Every academic year, a decent sum of money is allocated specifically for research that
students can use if they choose to pursue
these research opportunities. The only
problem is that much of this money goes
unnoticed and, therefore, unused.
Dr. Rene Muñoz, the Director of Sponsored Projects and Research Administration, said that only about 10 percent of juniors and seniors even take a chance and
apply for research grants. One reason for
this could be the fact that these grants are
dispersed over a multitude of departments
and for specialized research. However, the
university does try to combat this by keeping much of the information on most grants

FREE TO THE PUBLIC

in the library with Dr. Muñoz. “We try to
centralize them here so there’s one place
for students to go to look for this opportunity,” Muñoz explained. “We’ve got twelve
or thirteen linked on my office’s web pages,
but there may be more out there. It’s hard
to know how great of awareness there is.”
Another main issue revolving around
the grants is that students, though they may
be aware of the fact that these opportunities exist for them, do not believe that they
will be able to succeed. Students often prematurely think that they aren’t intelligent
or dedicated enough to conduct an entire
research project. However, Dr. Muñoz talked about why this shouldn’t be a concern.
“It’s mine and the faculty’s job to help
you get through that process. It can seem
overwhelming, but if you give yourself
time and take it in small steps, it’s not that
bad and completely doable. That fear or under-confidence doesn’t need to be there.”
With the faculty advising students and

working with them throughout the entire
process, students do not need to be excessively overwhelmed by the venture.
If students were to simply try and propose a research project, they might be surprised by the response. According to Dr.
Muñoz, “We make every effort to fund everybody and try to fund as many students as
we can. We don’t want to turn any student
away because getting money and engaging
in a project is a valuable experience.” As
long as students think through their plans
and how they want to engage in their project, they will most likely be accepted. Dr.
Muñoz continued, “You don’t have to sell us
on it; you just have to give us a plan, propose it, and you’re on your way.”
Considering the immense benefits that
conducting an undergraduate research
project can have, it is unfortunate that too
few students even try and take the opportunity. The benefits are clear on multiple
levels.

Advertising: ads@thesnapper.com

“In terms of student-professional development, just doing the work and engaging
in the activity is important. It will also have
educational-professional
improvement.
Once the student graduates or looks for an
internship, this is something they can put
on their resume or CV,” Dr. Muñoz continued. “You end up graduating with more
than just having earned a degree. It shows
employers that you went out and did something.”
Now more than ever, there is an increased interest in research projects. Dr.
Muñoz talked about this more in detail:
“Our new president [Dr. Wubah] wants to
boost undergraduate research on campus,
so students should be funded when they
want to do a project.” This means that even
more students will be set up for success.
Though, Dr. Muñoz said, “if the students
never ask for the money, they’ll never get
it.”
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JESS KING: THE IDEAL CANDIDATE

ABI RISSER
Associate Opinion Editor
As we proceed closer to November 6, candidate signs become
more and more apparent throughout communities, including Millersville University. After recent
redistricting, Millersville falls under the 11th district in this coming
election. The two candidates battling for the chair to congress are
democrat Jess King and incumbent
republican Congressman Lloyd
Smucker. In the primary election,
King won uncontended in the democratic party while Smucker came
out on top over Chester Beiler with
58.54% of republican votes.
If you are a registered voter
in district 11, Jess King is the clear
optimal candidate to represent
our district in congress. She is a
local business owner and working mom committed to fighting
for the working class, as well as
supporting other issues such as
women’s rights, LGBT rights, civil
rights, immigrant rights, supporting veterans, supporting farmers,
and helping Puerto Rico (to name
a few).
King is a supporter of Obamacare since it protects Americans
with pre-existing conditions, but
she feels much more can be done
and wants to expand the system to give everyone affordable
healthcare that doesn’t ensure in-

sault weapons as well as bump
stocks and accessories that can be
added to firearms to make them
deadlier.
She also supports efforts to
make a more extensive background check mandatory before
an individual can purchase a firearm.
Finally, King would like to
make politics less about the money and more about helping the
American people and our democracy.
Her own campaign has been
funded by donors, having rejected money from big corporations.
Once elected, she wants to create
policies and reformation to ban
political lobbying and corporate
financing.
I think Jess King is the exact
kind of politician we need in our
government.
She is fresh and not backed
up or controlled by money. I feel
that we can trust her promises and
wants, none of it seems to be bluffs
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLEGE DEMOCRATS OF MILLERSVILLE to gain the popular vote.
Lancaster-native Jess King (D) has won over the hearts of many Lancastrians.
Her perspective on issues is
progressive and rooted it the need
dents can make in a 10-hour workanother issue King values and is
surance and pharmaceutical comto equity.
committed to achieving. She would ing week. This would cut college
panies are still making big profit off
She is a good representation
costs tremendously.
of our medical needs, which is the like to work towards eliminating
of what America needs in this time
One of the biggest issues that
cause of a lot of the high expenses tuition costs for public and comand climate.
contrasts the views of Congressand headaches that came along munity colleges, and addresses that
For more on Jess King’s politiman Smucker is gun control. King cal platform, visit https://jesskwith filing for insurance under even if that is not a possibility, then
creating policies that would force wants to eliminate mass shootings ingforcongress.com/featuredObamacare.
by working to ban rapid-fire asEliminating college debt is federal funding to match what stuissues/

What we can do
about hate in the
world we live in?

#metoo or #himtoo
In the age of #metoo, the Brett Kavanaugh hearings have sparked a
movement.

NICK HUGHES
Opinion Editor
Last week in the enterprise issue I published an article
concerning hate. Specifically how we as a species could
stop the flow of hate.
I know that it is a pointless endeavor, but I have come
to a conclusion that I think needs to be added to the previous article.
That conclusion being that, even though we cannot
stop hate entirely, there is no excuse for us not to try.
We cannot achieve a utopia and it is a fool’s errand
to believe we can. What we can do, however, is our best to
act like decent human beings.
Amidst all of the chaos and hate that freely flows from
the government, various religious groups and downright
nasty people, we can still be civil, at the very least, to each
other. I do not think this is too much to ask.
Hate has a relationship with its polar opposite,
that being love. The adage of the Yin-Yang comes to mind
for me now when I think about hate. How can we have
love without having first felt hate?
It seemed like a false statement the first time I considered it, but the more I thought about it, the more I knew it
was true.
For most babies, they love the first thing that they see,
which is usually their mother.
As humans we all have experienced love at some point
in our lives. With the foundation of love being formed at
birth; that gives hate a form as well.
That being a hatred of pain and sometimes of various
objects or stimuli. Hate can be as simple as someone having a bad experience at a circus. The incident would take
place with a clown, for example, and the person affected
would have a distaste for clowns. That distaste is a mild
form of hatred.
Hatred is also taught; I regret to say. It becomes
a norm in a household that has racism in it. A child that
grows up in an environment where racism is prevalent will
most likely become racist themselves. This is of no fault of
their own in my estimation. It is merely a consequence of
their upbringing.
What a person chooses to do with hate falls at the feet
of that person. Their actions with their hatred will be what
defines them.
On the flip-side, love is also taught. You as a person
are taught to love your parents, taught to love your siblings
and taught to love the people that your parents love. This
cycle is seen as healthy and something that is natural for
people to do, and I want to put forth the opinion that hate
can be the same way.
With the exception being the healthiness of hate. Hate
is not a healthy feeling.
When someone feels hate, it is a result of uncontrollable anger and sometimes barely controlled anger. It is often manifested when conflict occurs between two or more
people or groups.
Hate is not a good feeling to have at any time. I would
rather feel love than hate at any instance.
Regardless of the futility of utopia, I still believe
that it is something that we should strive for. Stopping the
flow of hate seems to be a step in the right direction to me.

SKYLER MEADE
Staff Writer
On Twitter the hashtag #HimToo started to go around a few days
ago. The hashtag is claiming that no
one of the male gender is safe because women can easily get away
with falsely accusing men with no
evidence and ruin a man’s life.
It’s also supporting Kavanaugh
and other men that were accused of
sexual assault by making men the
victim.
It’s being used to shame Kavanaugh accusers and blaming them
for ruining Kavanaugh’s life and
distressing his wife and children,
but accusing the victim of lying,
because they cannot recall a traumatic experience and exact details
from events that took place years
ago as well.

There are other hashtags being
used along with #Himtoo such as
#BelieveEvidenceNotGender , #ConfirmKavanaughNow and #IStandWithBrett.
Anyone can be sexually assaulted male or female but going against
women who are finally coming out
about their abusers should not be
looked down upon.
This is why men and women are
always so afraid to speak up about
their abuse because people don’t always believe them and get accused
of making things up or lying.
The reactions on twitter are
pretty one sided. There are a ton
of people that are for #HimToo and
are tweeting about how Kavanaugh
is being falsely accused and women
are not to be trusted because of a
“trend” of women falsely accusing
men to gain empowerment.
The few people tweeting against

#HimToo say it’s a disgrace to
#MeToo and disrespectful to the
survivors of sexual abuse, which I
believe to be understandable especially because #MeToo is supposed
to be empowering for survivors of
sexual abuse and now it’s being
used against them.
There’s all around not to many
tweets under the #HimToo tag yet
but over time I believe that the longer the Kavanaugh case continues,
more people will start to use #HimToo.
I don’t think all men accused
are guilty, and I don’t believe that
all women accusing are telling the
truth either.
But, I do believe that guilty until proven innocent is the best way
to go with these cases, because it
ends up being a game of cat and
mouse.

Feeling opinionated? Contact the Opinion Editor at opinion@thesnapper.com
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Disability Conference addresses
modern issues for students
ALEXANDER BERSHTEIN
Staff Writer

JULIA WALTERS/SNAPPER
Pictured above Joseph Gaskin, the organizer of the Millersville Disability
Conference, and his daughter, Lydia, spoke to the audience.

The 4th annual Millersville Disability Conference took place at the Winter Center, commonly referred to as the VPAC, on Friday September 28th.
The event was organized by Millersville University professor emeritus Dr. Dennis Downy,
and was a collaboration of the university with
disability advocacy groups, such Pennhurst
Memorial and Preservation Alliance, The ARC
of PA, PAR, and PA-TASH.
With 110 attendees, including scholars, advocates, policymakers, and students, this conference opened up a discussion to reflect on
historical accomplishments and ways to improve upon the flaws still seen in Pennsylvania’s education system in regards to its impact
on the lives and futures of students with disabilities.
The conference mainly focused on how families, both parents and children, are unaware
of the educational laws that give the rights of
education under the ADA and IDEIA.
They argued that parents cannot be bystanders when their children’s education is being
discussed, and especially the importance of
each child’s right to have their because, although school district are experts on educational practices, it is the family that best knows
their child’s talents and skills.
The conference participants further discussed cases where children and their parents
had to fight for education in particular the
Gaskin vs Pennsylvania Commonwealth settlement of 2005, regarding compliance with the
IDEIA principle of Least Restrictive Environment.
They also discussed the recent Endrew F.
v. Douglas County School District case of 2005
where the Supreme Court unanimously decided to overturn the Circuit Court of Appeals
decision that special education needed only to
be “merely more than de minimis,” or trivial.
The fact that these court cases happened
so recently just goes to show how important
these issues are.
A history of advocacy took center stage for
many of the talks. On one panel advocacy itself
was explored. It began with parental advocacy
in the 1950s and also explored self-advocacy
during the Civil Rights Era with groups like
ADAPT that led to the signing of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, as well as

massive deinstitutionalization.
The panel then focused on how the baton
needs to passed to a newer generation of advocates for education that is inclusive, with leaders that are themselves self-advocates.
Another panel discussed how the students in
special education are funneled from support
classrooms to employment in primarily daytime workshops, which may offer less than the
minimum wage because of impairment laws.
They made it clear that the minimum wage
was already not a living wage and that people
were being forced to rely on government support.
The panel said that this was sadly the result of the rush from deinstitutionalization to
something hopefully better but not well researched beforehand.
This issue has now raised the concern of future inclusion in the workplace for children
currently in special education.
The conference ended with a community
forum with comments from the audience that
raised many concerns regarding the reality of
special education.
Demands for better policies and regulations
were demanded. Some attendees argued that
no matter what challenges a student has they
do not deserve deprivation of education.
The question of where we go from here was
in the air, but attendees of the conference
agreed that they want things to go in an inclusive direction with the students having the autonomy to look for real jobs and life opportunities beyond school.

Know a professor or student who is doing something exceptional? Contact the Features Editor at features@thesnapper.com
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‘Fortnite’ brings exciting additions
to gaming world

Paige Bryant, a Millersville student, excitedly plays the popular video game, “Fortnite.”
ABI RISSER
Associate Opinion Editor
On Sept. 27, Epic Games released season
six of “Fortnite: Battle Royale.” The season began with a rough start, especially for Xbox users, but Epic was able to fix the bugs and move
forward.
Fortnite can be accessed through Xbox,
PlayStation, PC, IOS, and Android. In the previous season, season five, a mysterious cube
moved around the map, burning runes into
the ground at various locations on the game
map.
Towards the end, the cube found its way
to Loot Lake where it melted into the lake itself. In the new season, the cube reformed
and lifted the house at the center into the air,
creating a massive whirlpool in the center of
the lake.
The floating cube and house are now trav-

eling through the map as the cube had done
prior.
This leaves question to what Epic is planning on doing plot-wise as the season progresses. Epic has also placed a castle on a mountain
between Pleasant Park and Haunted Hills. Is
this a plot progression?
Apart from the map, there are various
other new features that players can unlock
through weekly and daily challenges. Like
usual, what players can unlock depends on if
they purchase the battle pass or not. Fortnite
is free to play, but Epic also offers the option to
buy a battle pass for the season.
The battle pass offers more challenges as
well as more rewards and higher XP gain. The
battle pass is 950 V-Bucks, or 10 USD.
If players decide to purchase a battle pass,
they have the ability to unlock pets, which is a
new feature to the season.
The pets are dogs, chameleons, and dragons that ride on the players back and interact

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABI RISSER/SNAPPER AND THE CONVERSATION

throughout the game—don’t worry, the pets
cannot be injured!
Additionally, Epic also released new skins,
emotes, backgrounds, and music to play in the
home screen.
Is it worth investing money into a free
game?
Millersville Student Paige Bryant feels
like it’s a good deal. “I think buying the season
pass isn’t a bad idea if you want the game content but don’t want to spend a lot of money,”
Bryant says.
“It’s only $10 for $80-100 worth of content.
And if you save up in game currency [through
tiering up], you’ll have enough to get the next
season for free basically.” She has been playing since the second season.
Another advantage to buying the season
is being automatically boosted to tier six in the
following season, where free players will only
be gifted the first tier.
For the most part, the game itself hasn’t
changed much. A few weapons were removed,

such as the guided missiles, light machine gun,
and remote explosives. ‘Shadow Stones’ from
the cube were added to the game, but only for
a short time.
Bug issues arose forcing Epic to disable
the stones until the problems are resolved.
Lastly, a new game mode will be released.
Teams of 50, a big hit, rolled over from the
previous season, but players can look forward
to ‘Disco Domination.’ Players will have to use
emotes to defend various points on the map.
Season six seems very promising; it’s one
of their better seasons in concerns of content.
The biggest question is whether or not
Epic will stick to the plot, or abandon it as done
so in seasons four and five, when the meteor
took our Dusty Depot in the fourth, and when
objects from different eras teleported into the
Fortnite Universe in season five.
Only time will tell, so squad up and
pick a spot to drop.

Cher awakens our inner ‘Dancing Queen’ with
new album
JOSH RITTBERG
Arts & Culture Editor
Cher has had a long and legendary career in
music, film, and television that would be respected for any artist. Cher continues to act and sing
at age 72, and currently enjoys a new spotlight.
This past summer, she returned to the screen
in her role as Meryl Streep’s mother, Ruby Sheridan, in “Mama Mia 2.” Now, while it initially
may sound a bit far-fetched for Cher to play the
mother of Meryl Streep, her performance ended
up being the cinematic event of the year. On top
of that, a musical about her life will be hitting the
Broadway scene this Fall. After her grand return
to the big screen, Cher has decided to bestow on
us a blissful album of ABBA covers called “Dancing Queen.”
She has been releasing sneak peaks of the
new album on social media over the last few
months leading up to this anticipated release. As
expected, the musical icon has created an album
that is sure to win the affection and love of ABBA
fans and those of us too who just love Cher and
ABBA.
The album begins on a high with the lively classic “Dancing Queen”. This opening track
manages to pay respects to the infectious spirit
of the original version, while also creating something fun and modern.
Now, Dancing Queen is incredible and everything you would want it to be, but the album
really goes into full gear with the second song,
“Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! (A Man After Midnight)”. To put it simply, if “Dancing Queen” was
the delectable appetizer, then “Gimme! Gimme!
Gimme! (A Man After Midnight)” is the mouthwatering main course.
This song from the very first beat surprises
in truly magical ways. The track opens with the
iconic opening riff, but quickly shifts to an innovative electronic beat that is simply divine. Cher
simply soars in this song, as she always does.
This was already an ABBA favorite, and Cher’s
rendition of this song is truly the gift that keeps
on giving. She is a diva and this track cements
her legendary status.
In her next two songs, Cher manages to top

the staggering high of “Gimme Gimme Gimme!
(A Man After Midnight).” In “The Name of The
Game” and “SOS”, she manages to possibly outshine the originals. As an incredible actress and
artist, Cher truly pulls the listeners into the emotions of both songs. When she sings, “Can you feel
it the way that I do” in “The Name of the Game”,
you believe her feelings of love in a way that is
relatable and universal.
Now, “SOS” sadly is remembered with a bit
of a giggle after Pierce Brosnan completely butchered this ABBA classic in the first Mamma Mia

film. Cher thankfully in this track reminds listeners how great “SOS “truly is. She cleverly
employs a stylized use of auto-tune in this track
that gives the new version of the song a modern
spin. When the updated Bass section appears
about midway through, everything is right in the
world. Cher’s cover of “SOS” is almost hypnotic,
as the majestic nature of her voice and presence
comes through loud and clear.
Another highlight on this album is the
ABBA classic “Mama Mia”. Cher makes the
wise choice in this song of staying true to the

PHOTO COURTESY OF EW.COM
Cher is a “Super Trouper” in exciting new album.

original music arrangements. This track can
only be described as pure sunshine and hope.
Cher sings during “Mama Mia”, “How can I resist
you?”, and after hearing this song, listeners will
probably be thinking the same thing. This cover
is simply wonderful.
After the pure rush of sheer joy in the
album’s first half, the latter set of songs show a
much more tender and vulnerable side of the artist. Starting with “Chiquitita”, Cher’s tender rendition of this song is like a warm hug.
Her soft vocals in this song are so reassuring
and is the perfect build-up for anyone who feels
down and beaten.
Now, her next song “Fernando” may already
be familiar to listeners who saw her tour de force
rendition of it in Mama Mia 2, but it is so lovely
and honestly a bit epic.
As Cher sings the story of her love Fernando,
the listener cannot help but swell with joy from
the bliss of it all.
The album already feels like a bit of an event,
but her last two tracks: “The Winner Takes It All”
and “One of Us” truly leave the listener floating
on air.
Her rendition of the much loved ballad is elegant yet also jubilant.
The bright instrumentals lift this track up to
monumental status as Cher croons this beauty of
a song with the command of a true icon and artist.
Instead of going out with an upbeat campfilled finale, Cher makes a choice to conclude
with the quiet yet emotionally overwhelming
“One of Us”.
Her raw vocals simply blister the heart in the
best possible way.
This scaled-back cover gives the listener a
chance to really admire the true gem that is Cher.
Even at age 72, she can break your heart
while also bringing you to your highest place of
ecstasy and sheer joy. While this album is very
much a superb compilation of perfectly tuned
camp, the sincerity and heart Cher brings to
these songs is always at the very center of these
covers.
Dancing Queen is an album to cherish and
one that marks a new career high for an artist
who dazzles and inspires like no other.

See any good shows lately? Contact the Arts & Culture Editor at culture@thesnapper.com
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MARAUDERS GO IN FOR THE KILL

			
Jayci Suseland goes up for a spike. Suesland had 14 kills and three blocks in the win against Bloomsburg last Saturday.
KAT VASQUEZ
Associate Sports Editor
Millersville women’s volleyball continues its winning streak
on Saturday, September 29th at
Pucillo Gymnasium where they
won their fifth consecutive home
match with a 3-1 victory in their
first ever match between Bloomsburg University.
Overall Millersville has since

won eight of it’s last eleven games
improving their score in PSAC
play (4-2) and a triumphant start
to their conference play since
2002.
At first, Millersville conquered a slow start in the first set
which concluded them to fall behind. Coach Brian Smith noticed
this and exclaimed the issue in
a timeout in hopes to change the
momentum of the game.
This encouragement from

the coach was definitely needed
because in the next seven rallies,
Millersville scored six total points.
The Marauders then raced
in the 7-2 lead in their third set
with a total of three perfect kills
from Haley Butler and a total of
one marvelous kills each from
both Chyna Gubbings and Lindsey
Blevins, which uplifted the crowd
in the stands.
However the cheers eventually turned into aggravation when

Swimming dives into
season
KAT VASQUEZ
Associate Sports Editor
The Millersville women’s swim team
opened their 2018-2019 season with the annual intrasquad Black and Gold Alumni meet
on Saturday September 29th at Pucillo Gymnasium ending with Team Black winning and
topping Team Gold by a 90-83 score.
Overall, all the women achieved great
performances throughout Saturday meet.
It has also created a nostalgic feeling
for some of the teammates and for some of
the fans in the stands since they have noticed
some familiar faces that have since graduated
prior.
The main highlights came from swimmers on Team Black which were Gabriella Li-

cata, Judith Miller, and Amanda Wetzler.
Gabriella Licata won the 50-yard breaststroke with a perfect time of 35:32.00 and also
won the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of
1:17.18. Judith Miller then takes the lead with
first place with a time of 26:32 in the 50-yard
freestyle and in the 50-yard butterfly with the
time of 28:33. Which concluded Miller and Licata both winning in these two events.
Amanda Wetzler placed second in the 100
meter backstroke. She also carried out a great
performance in the 100 individual medley. In
addition, Wetzler won the 50 yard backstroke
with a time of 29.77.00.
The Marauders will then host and perform in the Millersville Relay Carnival on Saturday, October 6th. Time for this event will be
announced in either MU Athletics website or
on the College Swimming website.
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Bloomsburg’s, Emma Van Arsdale,
served and Millersville struggled
throughout the rest of the set.
Bloomsburg then scored six points
and finished the set with 14 kills,
two errors, and three blocks.
Luckily in the fourth set, Millersville bounced back and dominated the court with a final score
of three and didn’t hold back
against Bloomsburg.
After this miraculous but
strenuous victory, Coach Smith

commented, “We played well. I
truly believe that we can step onto
the court and compete with any
team in the PSAC, but we have to
bring our “A” game.”
Saturday was the Marauders
last home game. In the next seven
matches, they will be on the road
competing in the PSAC beginning
with West Chester University on
Oct. 2 at 7:00pm. The next home
game won’t be until Oct. 26 at 1:00
pm against Clarion University.

Marauders dominate to earn
third shut out
JARED KISH
Sports Editor

The women’s field hockey team took on Mansfield
last Saturday beating them
2-0.
The game got off to a slow
start, as both teams failed to
score in the first half.
Action picked up in the
second half. Millersville’s
Emma Boutcher shot and
scored, breaking the scoreless tie.
The goal was Boutcher’s
second goal of the season.
The final score of the
game came from Marauder

Erica Tarsi who scored Millersville a 2-0 lead.
Tarsi continued her good
play as she scored in her third
straight game of the season.
Millersville out shot Mansfield by 19 shots.
Out of 36 of Millersville’s
shots, 21 of them ended up
being on goal.
Mansfield could only get
nine of their 21 shots on goal.
The Marauders offense
dominated this game.
In the first half alone
Millersville took 11 shots and
almost ended up scoring right
before the half on a comer.
The defense also

played well; Millersville’s
goalkeeper Autumn Peters
kept her team in the game
saving every shot that came
her way. The impressive thing
about Peters in this game is
that it was her season debut
and it was her first collegiate
shutout.
Millersville
improved
their record to 4-2 on the season.
They will have a tough
test in their next game as they
will go up against No. 3 West
Chester on Wednesday. These
teams met on Sept. 19 but
Millersville lost in that one
2-1 victory.

Football finally finesses first win

Quarterback Tony Staffieri ran for 118 yards in the win. Millersville beat East Stroudsburg giving them their first win of the season.
JARED KISH
Sports Editor
This season has not
gone the way the Marauders have hoped for. Losing
four straight games they
had to find a way to turn it
around and get a win, give
the team some momentum. That’s exactly what
happened last Thursday as
Millersville got their first
win of the season over East
Stroudsburg 11-10. It was
no blowout, but the Marauders played hard to secure the victory.
The game started out
like most of Millersville’s
games this season. They

quickly found themselves
behind again with East
Stroudsburg going up 10-0
within the first eight minutes of the game. The kicker
for East Stroudsburg, Jordan Walters, hit a 34-yard
field goal to put them up
3-0. Then just two minutes
later Jylil Reeder caught a
60-yard pass from quarterback Jake Cirillo making
the score 10-3.
The Marauders special
teams kicked of the scoring
for Millersville as they got a
safety on a mistake by East
Stroudsburg’s long snapper.
The ball was snapped
for a punt and the ball was

snapped way to high and
rolled right into the end
zone for a Marauders safety.
The next score would
not come until the third
quarter. Millersville would
march down the field on
eight plays for 82-yards
scoring them their first
touchdown of the game.
Quarterback Tony Staffieri
ran into the end zone for a
Marauder touchdown cutting the East Stroudsburg
lead to two in the third
quarter.
With just under a minute and a half left in the
third quarter, Millersville’s
kicker Joey Farley, kicked

a 26-yard field goal giving
Millersville’s first lead of
the game. The score at the
end of three quarters was
11-10 and this was all the
Marauder defense needed
to secure their first win of
the season.
Millersville’s
defense
played phenomenally shutting out the East Stroudsburg offense for three of the
four quarters. The defense
gave up 318 total yards but
kept the East Stroudsburg
offense out of the end zone
after the first quarter concluded.
The Marauder offense
would rack up 379 yards
in the game. Their rushing
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attack finally came alive as
they rushed for 218 yards.
One hundred eighteen of
those yards came from
quarterback Tony Staffieri extending plays with
his legs and making things
happen for an offense that
has struggled to get going.
Staffieri also completed 11
passes for 151 yards and
Quarterback Collin Shank
would complete one pass
for ten yards.
East Stroudsburg came
into the game with the
leading rusher in the PSAC
Jaymar Anderson. Millersville’s defense was able to
hold Anderson to just 81
yards. East Stroudsburg

only ran for 109 yards on
the day.
This win gives the Marauder football team a little
light in a season that has
not been great.
The Marauders showed
great fight and never gave
up after East Stroudsburg
put ten unanswered points
up on the board. Both sides
of the ball grinded out this
win and overall was a great
team effort to give Millersville their first win of the
season.
Millersville looks to
build off this win and hopefully get another one as
they head to Lock Haven on
Saturday afternoon.

